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Executive Summary

This deliverable reports on the results achieved by Task T4.4 of ASPIDE. The main
activity of Task T4.4 was to use an in-memory data centric system as a scalable I/O
architecture for temporary data generated during the execution of workflows. The
aim was to achieve scalability to enhance four main aspects that contribute to the file
I/O bottleneck illustrated as motivation above: metadata scalability, data scalability,
locality exploitation, and file system server scalability. This has been achieved
by developing a I/O optimisation framework supported by specifically tailored
auto-tuning system and event detection engine that take the memory footprint into
account.

The position of the deliverable within the project is given on Figure 1.

Figure 1: Deliverable dependencies of D4.4.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this deliverable we describe methods and approaches for improved in-memory
load balancing and optimisation of the data movement by utilising multi-objective
application autotuner and scheduler. Furthermore, the deliverable depicts the inter-
action between the in-memory storage systems and the event detection engine for
identification of memory bottlenecks during application execution. Concretelly, AS-
PIDE aims to the use an in-memory data centric system as a scalable I/O architecture
for temporary storage of the data generated during the execution of the applica-
tion. By implementing proper application autotuning strategy and in-memory event
detection we enhance four main aspects that contribute to the file I/O bottleneck:
metadata scalability, data scalability and locality exploitation. For enabling locality
exploitation by workflow engines, we leverage the omnipresence of servers on all
application nodes and the separation of data and metadata management discussed
above. Therefore, in this deliverable we report the 1) I/O optimisation framework
supporting the execution of data-intensive applications in Exascale infrastructures;
and 2) the memory-aware autotuning footprint parameter with detection of memory
anomalies for supporting workflow-aware task and data placement mechanisms.
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Chapter 2

I/O optimization for MPI-based
in-memory storage system

This chapter presents a common framework that integrates CLARISSE, a cross-layer
runtime for the I/O software stack, and FlexMPI, a runtime that provides dynamic
load balancing and malleability capabilities for MPI/workflow-based applications.
This integration is performed both at application level, as libraries executed within
the application, as well as at central-controller level, as external components that
manage the execution of different applications. We show that a cooperation be-
tween both runtimes provides important benefits for overall system performance:
first, by means of monitoring, the CPU, communication and I/O performances of
all executing applications are collected, providing a holistic view of the complete
platform utilization. Secondly, we introduce a coordinated way of using CLARISSE
and FlexMPI control mechanisms, based on two different optimization strategies,
with the aim of improving both the application I/O and overall system performance.
Finally, we present a detailed description of this proposal, as well as an empir-
ical evaluation of the framework on a cluster showing significant performance
improvements at both application and wide-platform levels.

2.1 Framework overview

In the proposed framework, the MPI applications transparently use FlexMPI and
CLARISSE logic for I/O and global system optimization. This is achieved by
intercepting selected MPI calls through the PMPI profiling mechanism of MPI and
inserting control points that implement the logic of distributed control algorithms.
For CLARISSE, the MPI I/O routines are wrapped by CLARISSE’s Control Point
Logic in order to optimize I/O, using the CLARISSE’s implementation of the I/O
calls [1]. Note that CLARISSE’s implementation produces the same results as the
original MPI call, but in a more efficient way.

Following a similar approach, when an MPI routine is wrapped by FlexMPI,
some actions are performed by the library [2] and subsequently, the corresponding
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MPI routine is called through the PMPI interface. This scheme permits us to execute
the library-related actions in a transparent way, while preserving the original MPI
call behavior. For example, the MPI_Init() and MPI_Finalize() routines
are wrapped and used to initialize and terminate the internal components of our
framework. MPI communication routines are also intercepted by FlexMPI and used
to collect different performance metrics. Finally, some application’s MPI calls are
not intercepted by the libraries and are directly executed by MPI. Examples of these
are synchronization and datatype-management routines.

For each parallel application, CLARISSE and FlexMPI employ two application
controllers (one per library), that are executed associated to the rank-0 process.
These controllers are responsible for sending the monitoring data to the performance
modeler, including the type and timestamps of the I/O and communication oper-
ations, and receiving different commands from CLARISSE and FlexMPI central
controllers.

The control point logic of each library is responsible for coordinating all the
processes of the application. This coordination includes collecting monitoring data
from the whole processes into the application controller, and broadcasting control
information received by the application controller.

The application monitoring data is sent to the Performance Modeler. The Perfor-
mance Modeler is responsible for aggregating the data and generating models that
predict the performance of each application on different configurations. The I/O
Interference Controller and the Global Performance Controller use this information
to find the best configuration for the running applications in order to meet two differ-
ent performance objectives: the first objective (implemented in the I/O Interference
Controller) is to reduce the I/O time by mitigating the I/O interference. The second
performance objective (implemented in the Global Performance Controller) is to
maximize the global system performance considering the performance metrics, as
well as the achieved speedups, of each application that is being executed.

The Resource Manager is responsible for assigning the unused computational
resources (compute cores) to the newly executed applications or to the ones that are
already being executed but with a number of processes that has been changed by
means of malleability. Note that the controllers only specify how many processes
have to be created or destroyed, and the Resource Manager is responsible for
determining, for each reconfiguration, which specific cores must be allocated or
released. This information is sent to CLARISSE and FlexMPI controllers, and they
translate them into commands that are sent to each application. Examples of these
commands are, for CLARISSE, to enable or disable the Parallel I/O scheduling
policy, and for FlexMPI to spawn or destroy certain application processes into
specific compute nodes.
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2.2 Framework structure

This section presents a more detailed description of the framework components and
describes how they operate.

2.2.1 Performance modeler

The performance modeler is responsible for aggregating monitoring metrics from
both CLARISSE and FlexMPI, providing a unified view of the application per-
formance. For a given application, each MPI I/O operation (like, for instance,
MPI_File_write_all()) is wrapped by CLARISSE library, measuring its
duration. When the I/O operation is completed, the CLARISSE Application Con-
troller sends this data to the associated Monitor, that records them together with its
timestamp using the local timer1. A similar approach can be used for the FlexMPI
wrapped calls. In this way, the Performance aggregator keeps internal records
(one per application) of all MPI communication and I/O operations, with their
related durations and timestamps. These records are dynamically updated during
the application execution.

For each application i, we define the I/O period (P i
I/O), as the overall time

between two consecutive I/O operations. In our experiments we have considered
applications that periodically perform collective MPI writes, assuming a behavior
similar to checkpointing operations. For simplicity, we assume that there is a single
I/O collective operation in each I/O period. This period is obtained as Equation 2.1
shows, by means of the addition of all intermediate CPU, communication, and
I/O times between two I/O phases of application i, named T i

cpu, T i
comm, and T i

I/O,
respectively.

P i
I/O = T i

cpu + T i
comm + T i

I/O (2.1)

The Application Performance Predictor predicts the performance of each appli-
cation under different configurations. Our approach uses both off-line and on-line
prediction. The off-line prediction is done by FlexMPI based on a performance-
analyzer that evaluates the application as a benchmark, testing different configura-
tions and measuring the related CPU, communication and I/O times. The perfor-
mance metrics are stored in a database and subsequently read when the application
is executed.

The on-line predictor uses the Runtime component of the Application Perfor-
mance Predictor. At the beginning of the application execution, this component
sends FlexMPI commands for reconfiguring the application for a different range

1Note that the clock value is the same for all the applications given that the timestamps are
generated by the monitors, and all of them are executed in the same processor. In this work we assume
that the duration of the I/O operations is much longer than the network latency. This is common for
many applications that perform large I/O requests. Consequently, we assume that the communication
delay between the application and the monitor is negligible compared to the I/O time, thus global
timestamps for I/O requests can be precisely obtained by means of this methodology.
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of processes. For each configuration, several performance measurements are done.
After that, the initial application configuration is restored. Note that the only effect
of these actions on the application are changes in its execution time during the eval-
uation period. In both alternatives (off-line and on-line), only some representative
application configurations are evaluated (for instance, using a number of processes
multiple of 10), and subsequently, an interpolation model is used to estimate the
metrics for the intermediate cases. Note that the number of samples depends on
the application characteristics. Some applications (like the ones used on our experi-
ments) have a slight variation of performance, thus only few samples are required
to precisely model them. In other cases, with more complex behaviors, a greater
number of samples should be required.

Both the Performance Aggregator and Application Performance Predictor are
executed within a single thread. In contrast, each monitor is executed in a separated
thread. Consequently, the performance modeler employs as many threads as the
number of running applications plus one.

2.2.2 I/O interference controller

This controller is responsible for detecting and mitigating I/O interference with the
aim of reducing their effect on the system performance. The controller consists of
two components: the I/O interference predictor and the I/O interference scheduler.

The I/O interference predictor analyses the performance modeler records and
predicts, both in time and duration, the forthcoming I/O requests. We assume that
the I/O operations occur periodically2, thus the predicted values can be obtained
by extrapolating the average values of the period and duration of the previous I/O
operations.

Figure 2.1(a) shows an example in which each bar represents an I/O phase with
a given starting time (x-axis value) and duration (bar width). The space between
bars corresponds to program phases not related to I/O (CPU, communication, etc.).

Small red bars correspond to FlexMPI control points, that are executed every
certain number of iterations. In this example, there is one I/O phase every 400
iterations and a FlexMPI control point every 100 iterations (iteration values are
not shown in the figure). Small green bars are CLARISSE control points, that are
only reached before and after the I/O phase, that is, every 400 iterations. Note that
the execution interval of the FlexMPI control point that contains the I/O phase is
longer (100-time units) than the others (50-time units). This is due to the extra time
related to the I/O operation. Note that during the control points, the application
is monitored and when the application is reconfigured, the predicted values are
recomputed considering the new configuration performance. Figure 2.1(b) shows an
example for a reconfiguration that increases the number of processes, reducing both
the period (from P 1

I/O to P 1New
I/O ) and duration of the I/O operations. For simplicity,

the I/O phases are only shown as blue rectangles. In this case, the Application
2Note that in this work we focus on SPMD iterative application that perform I/O accesses every

certain number of iterations.
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Figure 2.1: Graphic example of the prediction and reconfiguration processes.

Performance Predictor is able to update the prediction of the new incoming I/O
phases after monitoring the new reconfigured state.

The I/O Interference Predictor detects future I/O interference by computing the
intersection between the I/O predictions of all applications that are being executed.
Figure 2.2 shows an example of this detection procedure for two applications. We
can observe that application 1 has a smaller I/O period than application 2 and that
the first predicted values overlap in time, producing a potential I/O interference (red
bars). Note that the overlap can be total or partial (like in this example). The I/O
interference scheduler module uses this information to avoid I/O conflicts by means
of malleability. Two different strategies, called Phase Shifting and Period coupling,
have been implemented in this module and are described next.

2.2.2.1 Phase Shifting strategy

This strategy introduces a shift in the I/O phase of one of the applications. This
is done by means of a reconfiguration that temporarily increases the number of
processes. Figure 2.3 shows a graphic example of this operation for the previous ex-
ample for Figure 2.2. Now, the I/O interference is avoided by increasing Application
1 by ∆P processes. Green bars display the I/O phases for the new configuration.
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Figure 2.2: Graphic example of I/O interference detection.
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Figure 2.3: Graphic example of Phase Shifting algorithm for avoiding an I/O
interference.

The idea behind this strategy is to use resources (compute cores) during a short
period of time, releasing them after the interference is avoided. Consequently, after
avoiding the I/O conflict, the application’s original configuration is restored by
changing the number of processes by −∆P .

For this strategy, in case of I/O conflict, the I/O interference scheduler receives as
input the predicted overlap time TOverlap of the next I/O phase and the identification
of the applications (i and j) involved in this interference. The scheduler pseudocode
is shown in Algorithm 1. The first step of the algorithm is to decide, by means of
function select_application(), the application k that has to be reconfigured. Based
on this, Tshift is obtained by means of obtain_shift() function. This is the amount
of time that the I/O phase of the reconfigured application k has to be shifted for
avoiding the I/O interference. Note that k can be either i or j. The criterion for
selecting the k value depends on P i

I/O and P j
I/O, the I/O periods of applications i

and j. If the periods are similar but not equal, then the application with the shortest
period will be the reconfigured one. In this way, for the following I/O phases,
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Figure 2.5: Graphic example of phase shifting strategy when P 2
I/O is smaller than

P 1
I/O. Application 2 is reconfigured.

the reconfigured application will execute the I/O phase earlier than the other, and
consequently, the distance between the application I/O phases will increase over
time.

Figure 2.4 shows a graphic example of two applications with I/O periods (not
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shown in the figure) of P 1
I/O and P 2

I/O that are similar and an overlap of TOverlap. In
this example applications 1 and 2 start the I/O at times 100 and 80, respectively. We
assume that Application 1 has the shortest period (P 1

I/O < P 2
I/O), and consequently,

is the one to be reconfigured. Given that its I/O phase happens after Application-2
I/O phase, Tshift = T 1

I/O + T 2
ini, where T 2

ini is the interval from the beginning of
Application-2 I/O phase until the overlap. If Application 2 had the shortest period
(P 1

I/O > P 2
I/O), then as Figure 2.5 shows, Tshift will be the same as the amount of

overlap. If the I/O periods are equal or very different, the one with the I/O phase
that occurs first will be reconfigured, minimizing the amount of shift that has to be
applied.

Function evaluate_interference() queries to the I/O interference predictor whether
the phase shifting of T k

shift for application k may produce any interference with
the rest of the applications. If the condition is false (no interference), then the
optimization continues. It first obtains (line 4) the overall time that the application
has to be shortened ∆Treconf that includes the shift time plus two times the recon-
figuration overhead, plus a predefined uncertainty. The overhead term compensates
the overhead of the reconfiguration operations (note that this strategy involves two
reconfigurations, one for increasing and another one for decreasing the number of
processes), so it does not change the application’s I/O period. The uncertainty term
considers possible errors in the prediction, so the shift time is increased by an extra
amount, that in our experiments is 2 seconds.

For instance, given a T k
shift of 10 seconds, and a reconfiguration overhead of 1

seconds, then ∆Treconf will be 14 seconds, that corresponds to the CPU reduction
time. However, the actual phase shift will be a reduction of 12 seconds given that
the period includes the overhead of two reconfiguration operations of 2 seconds
in total. Note that if the final value of ∆Treconf is greater than the needed one
(because of the uncertainty), the I/O conflict will also be avoided.

Figure 2.6 shows a graphic example of the reconfiguration process. X-axis
represents the time and includes three milestones. When the first I/O phase com-
pletes, CLARISSE control point notifies the I/O operation at application iteration
Itercurrent. Based on that, the reconfiguration decision is taken by the I/O interfer-

1: INPUTS: i and j, interfering application ids
2: k = select_application(i, j)
3: T k

shift = obtain_shift(i, j, k)

4: cond = evaluate_interference(k, T k
shift) if !cond then

5: ∆T k
reconf = T k

shift + 2 ∗Overheadk + uncertainty

6: Srel = obtain_speedup(T k
cpu, T

k
reconf )

7: ∆Proc = obtain_processes(Srel)
8: request_resources(∆Proc, Iterreconf1)
9: request_resources(−∆Proc, Iterreconf2)

end
Algorithm 1: I/O interference controller pseudocode for Phase shifting strategy.
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Figure 2.6: Graphic example of the existing control points for the Phase shifting
algorithm.

ence controller and the application is reconfigured at the following FlexMPI control
point, at iteration Iterreconf1. The application keeps this new configuration until
the last FlexMPI control point before the next I/O phase, at iteration Iterreconf2,
when the original configuration is restored. Note that in this interval of time, the
application execution time is Treconf , a smaller value than the original (not recon-
figured) time of Torig. Note that Treconf = Torig − ∆Treconf and that Torig is
provided by the Performance Modeler.

The next step obtains the application relative speedup necessary to produce the
required I/O phase shift by means of obtain_speedup() function. This function uses
Equation 2.2 to compute the speedup. Note that the more distant the interference is,
the smaller speedup is required, and less computational resources are involved, given
that there is more time to introduce the required shift. For instance, let’s assume that
T k
orig is 100 seconds and ∆T k

reconf 50 seconds. Then, the required speedup will be
2. However, if T k

orig 200 seconds the same shift will require a speedup of 1.33. Also
note that this speedup is relative to the current configuration. For example, if we are
executing the application with a certain number of processes, that has an associated
speedup (relative to the sequential version) of 6, and the required relative speedup
given by Equation 2.2 is 2, we will need an absolute speedup of 12 (respect to the
sequential version) to fulfill this requirement.

Srel =
T k
orig

T k
reconf

=
T k
orig

T k
orig −∆T k

reconf

(2.2)

Once the relative speedup is computed, the I/O interference scheduler uses
the application’s performance model provided by the performance predictor (Ob-
tain_processes() function) to obtain the number of new processes (∆P ) necessary
to reach it. By means of the request_resources() function, a request is sent to the
Resource Manager, to allocate ∆P cores for the application. The Resource Man-
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Figure 2.7: Graphic example of Period Coupling algorithm for avoiding I/O inter-
ference.

ager evaluates if the resources are available. In the event of it being impossible to
perform the reconfiguration, given that, for instance, the application does not reach
the required speedup or the required resources are not available, reconfiguration
is cancelled. Otherwise, the Resource Manager allocates the required resources
and sends to FlexMPI central controller a command including the list of processes
per compute node that the application has to spawn, and the iteration where the
reconfiguration has to be performed (Iterreconf1).

This command is received by FlexMPI central controller, that converts it into
an internal FlexMPI command that is sent to the reconfigured application k . The
application’s FlexMPI controller executes this command in the next control point
that the application executes, triggering the application reconfiguration.

Note that it is necessary to keep this new configuration for a certain time until
the initial one is restored. Consequently, a new command is generated from the
Resource Manager to reconfigure −∆P processes at the iteration (Iterreconf2).
The effect of this command is to produce a delayed reconfiguration that is held
by the FlexMPI application controller and applied when the specified iteration is
reached. With this approach (instead of waiting a certain amount of time) it is
possible to precisely determine the reconfiguration time, given that the iteration of
the I/O interference can be exactly calculated. After the second reconfiguration, an
acknowledgment command is sent back to the Resource Manager, to permit it to
release the resources (cores) temporarily assigned to the application.
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2.2.2.2 Period coupling strategy

The idea behind this strategy is to reconfigure one of the applications in order to ob-
tain a similar I/O period between both of them. Figure 2.7 shows a graphic example
of how this operation works. We can observe that Application 2 is reconfigured to
obtain an I/O period similar to Application 1 (green bars). Note that in this strategy
the reconfigured application uses the additional CPU resources in a permanent way,
and a second reconfiguration that restores the original number of processes is not
necessary. It is worth mentioning a particular case where two applications have
similar periods and both I/O phases occur at the same time. This leads to the worst
scenario, with a potential interference for each I/O phase. However, this situation
is easily avoided combining this strategy with the Phase Shifting strategy, which
introduces a shift that avoids conflicts.

The scheduler pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2. Note that, like in the previ-
ous strategy, it is only executed when two applications are predicted to generate I/O
conflicts. For two conflicting applications i and j, function select_largest_period()
obtains the one, k, with the larger I/O period. Note that k can be either i or j.
Function obtain_period() returns the desired period for application k. This period
is the nearest multiple value of the other one. For instance, if application 1 has
a period of P 1

I/O = 220 seconds and application 2 has a period of P 2
I/O = 520

seconds, then application 2 is the reconfigured one, so k = 2 and P 2
I/O−new = 440

seconds.

Once the new period is obtained, the required speedup is computed obtaining
the ratio between the old and new periods. As with the previous strategy, functions
obtain_processes() and request_resources() obtain the number of required processes
and generate the request to the Resource Manager, respectively. If the resources are
available, then the reconfiguration is performed for the current iteration (Itercurrent).
This strategy works in an interactive way, thus if the obtained period is larger or
smaller than the required one, subsequent reconfigurations adjust its value to meet
the requirements. Finally, once the application period is adjusted, the Phase Shifting
Strategy is activated to avoid further I/O interference.

1: k = select_largest_period(i, j)
2: P k

I/O−new = obtain_period(k)

3: Relative_Speedup = P k
I/O/P

k
I/O−new

4: ∆Proc = obtain_processes(Relative_Speedup)
5: request_resources(∆Proc, Itercurrent)
6: Activate_Phase_Shifting_strategy()

Algorithm 2: Performance model pseudocode for Period coupling strategy.
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2.2.3 Global performance controller

The idea behind this approach is to assign as many computational resources as
possible in order to maximize overall system performance. The optimization criteria
that we have used is to maximize the aggregated FLOPS between all running
applications and minimize the amount of I/O delays. An I/O delay is introduced
by CLARISSE’s Parallel I/O scheduling policy [1] when an I/O interference is
produced. In this case, only one interfering application is allowed to perform its
I/O phase and the remaining ones are blocked until the I/O subsystem becomes
available. This permits the applications to perform exclusive I/O access, improving
the system performance at the expense of introducing I/O waiting times (called
delays). In this context, we assume that the Global performance controller is used
in combination with CLARISSE’s Parallel I/O scheduling. This controller consists
of two components: the Global Performance Predictor and the Global Performance
Scheduler.

2.2.3.1 Global performance predictor

We define {A1, A2, . . . ...An} as the set of n applications that are initially running
with {P 1, P 2, . . . Pn} processes. This component is responsible for evaluating the
system performance for a new configuration where each application is reconfigured
adding {∆P 1,∆P 2, . . .∆Pn} processes to the original configuration. Note that
∆P i can be either a positive, zero, or negative integer value, that means that the
application has spawned new processes, it has not been reconfigured or it has
reduced the number of processes, respectively. An example of negative ∆P i values
occurs when an application that was previously reconfigured, receiving additional
computational resources by the Resource manager, has to release them, because
they are required by a new executing application.

Unlike the I/O interference predictor, the goal here is to predict the I/O ratio of
application i (IORi) defined as the ratio between the I/O time and the I/O period
(Equation 2.3), for a given number of processes P i +∆P i. The Global performance
predictor uses metrics generated by the performance modeler for generating the I/O
ratio prediction.

IORi =
T i
I/O

P i
I/O

=
T i
I/O

T i
cpu + T i

comm + T i
I/O

(2.3)

2.2.3.2 Global performance scheduler

The Global performance scheduler implements three different policies. The first one
is the Fair scheduling that evenly distributes the available cores between the running
applications. This policy represents the baseline case. The second policy, named
Speedup-based scheduling, aims to assign the available cores to the applications
with greatest scalability.
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Figure 2.8: Graphic example of the effect of combining the execution of applica-
tions.

Algorithm 3 describes how it works. Variable avail_cores is the existing
number of available cores. Firstly, all elements ∆P i are set to zero. The policy
first computes for each application i, the speedup improvement ∆SP i, defined
as the speedup increment between the current application configuration and the
one resulting from spawning one additional process. The speedup information
is provided by the application performance predictor. The application j with the
biggest ∆SP is selected for being reconfigured (select_max() function), and
consequently, ∆P j is incremented by one. This procedure is repeated in an iterative
fashion until all available cores have been assigned. Note that for each application i,
the speedup evaluation considers the current number of processes (P i + ∆P i) that
are being evaluated, so a given application may not receive additional resources if
the new speedups are not as good as the ones achieved by the rest of the applications.
When all the resources have been assigned, the request_resources() sends a
request to the Resource Manager to reconfigure each application i that has ∆P i > 0.

The last policy, named IO-based scheduling, is an improvement of the previous
one that considers both the speedup and I/O ratios. Figure 2.8(a) shows an example
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of three applications with different I/O frequencies and intensities. When they are
executed at the same time (Figure 2.8(b)), the I/O conflicts are now dealt with by
CLARISSE’s Parallel I/O scheduling policy, that ensures that the I/O accesses of
each application are exclusively performed at the expense of introducing delays
in some of them. Figure 2.9(a) shows the result of reconfiguring applications 1
and 3, reducing the I/O periods to 50% and 25%, respectively. When they are
simultaneously executed (Figure 2.9(b)), the number of conflicts increases as well
as the amount of I/O delays introduced by CLARISSE. The idea behind this proposal
is to use the available resources to selectively reconfigure the applications that have
better speedups and less I/O intensity, in order to reduce the pressure on the I/O
subsystem.

Algorithm 4 describes the IO-based scheduler structure that is similar to the pre-
vious case. The scheduler computes the speedup increment and the I/O ratio (IORi)
for each executing application i. Then, by means of select_balance() function, the
application j balances a small I/O ratio and a large speedup improvement is selected.
This means that now the application with the best speedup improvement may not
be selected if there is another application with a similar speedup improvement and
a lower I/O ratio. Finally, the number of process of the selected application is
increased by one and the procedure is repeated until there are no more available
cores.

2.2.4 Resource manager and library controllers

The Resource manager administrates the platform computational resources. It
receives requests from the schedulers for allocating or releasing a certain number
of cores for a given application. It also receives requests from the new incoming
applications that need to be executed with a certain number of processes. In the latter
case, part of the computational resources used by the I/O interference scheduler
and the global performance scheduler may be released and reassigned to these new
applications. This means that our proposal permits a flexible use of the unused
resources, that can be reallocated when needed. During the allocation process, the
Resource Manager maximizes the core locality, that is, it tries to allocate the new
processes to the same compute nodes that the application is currently using (thus
minimizing inter-node communications).

The CLARISSE Central Controller also receives commands from the Resource

1: ∆P i = 0, ∀i = 1, n while avail_cores > 0 do
2: ∆SP i = SP i

P i+∆P i+1 − SP i
P i+∆P i , ∀i = 1, n

3: j = select_max(∆SP )
4: ∆Pj = ∆P j + 1
5: avail_cores = avail_cores− 1

end
6: request_resources(∆P 1,∆P 2, . . .∆Pn)

Algorithm 3: Speedup-based scheduling pseudocode.
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Figure 2.9: Graphic example of the effect of combining the execution of reconfigured
applications. Application 1 and 3 have reduced the I/O perid to 50% and 20%
respectively.

Manager. In the current version, the commands permit the activation or disabling
of CLARISSE’s Parallel I/O scheduling policy. After receiving this command,
the CLARISSE Central controller sends the specific orders to each application. It
is worth mentioning that this technique can be used in combination with the two
strategies developed for the I/O interference controller and for the three scheduling

1: ∆P = {0, 0, . . . 0} while (avail_cores > 0) do
2: ∆SP i = SP i

Pi+∆Pi+1 − SP i
Pi+∆Pi

,∀i = 1, n

3: IORi = compute_IO_ratio(i, Pi + ∆Pi + 1),∀i = 1, n
4: j = select_balance(IORi,∆SP i, ∀i = 1, n)
5: ∆Pj = ∆Pj + 1
6: avail_cores = avail_cores− 1

end
7: request_resources(∆P 1,∆P 2, . . .∆Pn)

Algorithm 4: IO-based scheduling pseudocode.
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algorithms of the global performance controller.
The FlexMPI Central Controller is responsible for sending the reconfiguration

commands to the applications. In the case of increasing the number of processes,
the command includes the list of processes (provided by the Resource manager)
that each application has to create in each compute node. Otherwise, the command
includes the specific processes (associated to certain compute nodes) that have to be
removed.

2.3 Containers integration

Figure 2.10 shows the execution framework overview in which two different tasks
(Task 1 and 2) are being executed with 4 and 2 processes, respectively. ASPIDE
container implementation includes CLARISSE control points at the beginning and
end of the I/O calls. These control points are part of CLARISSE library that is
linked with the applications. In this way, before starting each I/O operation, the
related control point sends a request message to CLARISSE controller (which is
being executed in a certain compute node of the platform) and blocks waiting for an
acknowledge signal. CLARISSE monitoring service has one thread per running ap-
plication. It receives the I/O requests from the existing applications involved in I/O.
These requests are gathered and forwarded to the I/O scheduler, which determines,
according to the I/O scheduling algorithm, which application or applications are
allowed to perform I/O at a certain instance. After receiving an acknowledge signal
sent by CLARISSE communication service, selected applications are unblocked and
proceed with the I/O. Then, after completing the I/O phase, a second control point is
reached. This is a non-blocking routine that sends a signal to the monitoring service
to notify that the I/O operation is completed. Note that this signal are used by the I/O
scheduler to trigger applications that are pending to complete the I/O. CLARISSE
supports multiple I/O scheduling algorithms that take into account different criteria
like access order, I/O data volume or data access granularity. In the experiments
carried on in this work the exclusive-FIFO policy is employed in which only one
application is allowed to perform I/O at a certain time and a FIFO algorithm is

Table 2.1: Benchmark configuration for each use case. The benchmark code is
Jacobi with a matrix of 40,000x40,000 entries. The output file size is 11.9GB

Use case Niter App.1 Nprocs App.2 Nprocs

A 2000 128 150

B 2000 128 150

C 4000 64 64

D 4000 64 50
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Figure 2.10: I/O interference evaluation for two different applications performing a
single I/O access.

employed to determine the I/O access order. Note that given that all the control
communications are implemented in the container library, they are transparently
used by the applications without requiring of any change in the application source
code.

2.4 Global performance controller experimental evalua-
tion

This section summarizes the main results obtained in the practical evaluation of our
framework. We have tested our proposal in a Bebop cluster at Argonne National
Laboratory. This platform is based on Intel Xeon Broadwell E5-2695v. Each
compute node consists of 36 cores (two processors per node) and 128GB of memory.
The compute network is 100Gb/s Omni-Path Fabric Interconnect and the filesystem
GPFS.

An implementation of the Jacobi algorithm was used as benchmark. Jacobi
is an application which implements the iterative Jacobi method for solving sys-
tems of linear equations modeled by means of dense matrices. In our implemen-
tation, we have included an I/O phase that performs a collective I/O operation
-MPI_File_write_all()- every certain number of iterations. In this collective
operation each process stores local data in consecutive locations in a single file
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following a block distribution.
Jacobi was compiled with MPICH 3.2 distribution and gcc 4.8.5. In order to

complete our experiments in a reasonable time, the duration of the CPU and I/O
phases have been scaled down. Instead of considering I/O periods of many minutes
or hours, and I/O durations of several minutes, we have used intervals of several
seconds for both the period and duration of the I/O phases. Note that although these
values are scaled, the ratio between the I/O period and duration is similar to real
applications.

We have divided the experiments into two sections: the first one evaluates
and analyzes the effectiveness of the I/O interference controller to reduce these
interferences, and the second one evaluates the ability of the global performance
controller to maximize the application performance. Note that both strategies are
complementary and can be used independently or in a combined way.

2.4.1 I/O interference controller evaluation

Table 2.1 describes the different use cases that we have considered. In the ex-
periments we have used four different execution scenarios. The baseline code
corresponds to the original unoptimized (without CLARISSE and FlexMPI) exe-
cution scenario. This scenario is the existing one in current HPC platforms, where
the application are executed without I/O coordination. The I/O blocking scenario
includes CLARISSE’s Parallel I/O scheduling policy [1]. This corresponds to a
more advanced existing solution with I/O coordination but no malleability support,
where each application acquires exclusive access to the storage, improving the
overall I/O performance. The Phase shifting and Period coupling scenarios are
one of the contributions of this work. They combine CLARISSE’s Parallel I/O
scheduling policy with Phase Shifting, and Period Coupling strategies, respectively.

Firstly we have evaluated the capabilities of the I/O interference predictor
to detect future interferences. We executed the use case A of Table 2.1 (two
applications of 128 and 150 processes) with the I/O interference controller disabled
to let the interferences happen. At time 810 seconds, the I/O interference predictor
detected an I/O interference at time-stamps of 903.2 and 911.0 seconds for each
application. The actual I/O time stamps were 903.0 and 911.9 seconds. Note that
this prediction is made during CLARISSE’s control point after the I/O phases (see
Figure 2.1). In general, the predictions are accurate because between the time when
the prediction is made and the next I/O phase (when the interference arises) there
are only CPU and communication phases, which have low variability when the
application is executed on exclusive compute nodes. Note also that the uncertainty
factor (2 seconds, in our experiments) takes into account small deviations in this
prediction. For instance, in this example the considered I/O phase duration for
application 1 was 10.49 seconds (instead of 8.49 seconds), and an I/O conflict was
predicted even if it probably would not have happened. The use of uncertainty
permits avoiding potential conflicts in a conservative manner, with no impact in
the application performance. Note that the phase shift strategy always reduces the
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Figure 2.11: Phase shifting strategy for use case B. The upper part of Y axis shows
the application number of processes. The lower part shows the time stamps of the
I/O phases.

application execution time, thus it does not produce a performance penalty.
The second experiment (use case B in Table 2.1) evaluates the ability of the

I/O interference controller to avoid conflicts. Figure 2.11 shows the results of the
execution of this use case. In the lower part of the figure, the times of the application
I/O phases are highlighted whilst the upper part shows the number of processes
used by each application. For the sake of clarity, the lower part only displays the
starting time of each I/O phase. We can observe that the I/O period of Application 2
is smaller than the period of Application 1, so the relative distance between the I/O
phases changes over time. An I/O conflict is detected at T=690 (after completing
the I/O phase of Application 2) and Application 1 temporarily increases the number
of processes by 24 to perform a phase shift. The I/O phase is advanced from 782.4
(displayed in red) to 779.0 seconds (displayed in black), thus avoiding the conflict.
Following this, the original configuration of Application 1 is restored, and the next
I/O phases are executed without producing further conflicts.

The next experiment (use case C in Table 2.1) shows the effect of the Phase
Shifting strategy for two identical applications that execute the I/O phase at ap-
proximately the same time, producing a large number of I/O conflicts. Although
unrealistic, this scenario is an example of close-to-maximum performance gains
obtained with our proposal. We compare it against the baseline and block I/O
scenarios. Figure 2.12 shows the execution times for each program. We can observe
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Figure 2.12: Total execution time for use case C.

that the I/O blocking implementation is able to reduce the I/O time but introduces
some delays for Application 2. In total, this version introduces 64.7 seconds of
delay. With the combined implementation, Application 1 is reconfigured creating 21
processes for 156.1 seconds (note that Application 1 CPU time is slightly smaller
for the combined version). This introduces a phase shift that completely removes
the I/O conflicts. The delay (18 seconds for application 2) is due to the existing
I/O interferences before the reconfiguration. However, there is no delay after the
reconfiguration operation. Note that the Period Coupling strategy is not applicable
because both applications have the same period.

If we consider the I/O time exclusively (not shown in the figure) and the in-
troduced delays, Application 1 I/O time is reduced by 39% and 49% for the I/O
blocking and combined implementations, respectively. For application 2, this reduc-
tion is 25% for the I/O blocking and 41% for the combined implementation. These
values consider both the actual I/O time and the waiting time (delays) introduced by
the I/O scheduling. If we do not consider these delays, this reduction increases to
45%.

Use case D (see Table 2.1) consists of two versions of the benchmark executed
with a different number of processes. We have repeated the experiments three times.
Average values are displayed. Figure 2.13 shows the I/O time for each application.
The I/O blocking strategy reduces the I/O time but introduces significant delays.
The aggregated delay time is 25.1 seconds. Note that during this time one of the
applications is blocked, wasting the existing computational resources. With the
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Phase shifting strategy most of the I/O conflicts are avoided, and the I/O time can
be reduced as well as the amount of delays (now 11.0 seconds in total). On average,
Phase shifting performs four reconfigurations per execution. Each reconfiguration
involves creating and subsequently removing a certain number of processors that
ranges between 14 and 104. The disparity in values depends on the amount of
overlap and the time interval necessary to reach the predicted conflict. The bigger
the overlap or smaller the time interval, the bigger the number of resources that are
required to avoid the conflict.

Finally, the period coupling strategy also reduces the I/O time with a smaller
number of delays (0.7 seconds in total). In the three repetitions of the test, the
period adjustment changed the number of processes of Application 2 to 57, 59 and
59 (again) processes (a similar number to the number of processes in Application 1).
This permitted us to achieve similar I/O periods for both applications. For example,
in the first test, after the period adjustment, the CPU times of the I/O periods were
67.40 and 67.74 seconds for each application. The effect of this strategy was to
reduce the number of phase-shifting reconfigurations, given that I/O conflicts are
less frequent. For example, in the three tests it was only necessary to perform one
phase shift in the execution in order to avoid any subsequent conflicts.

Figure 2.14 shows the total execution times. Application 2 uses less processes
than Application 1, thus the execution times are larger. We can observe that the I/O
blocking strategy reduces the execution time of application 1 and slightly increases
it for application 2. The Phase shifting strategy combines the reduction of I/O time
and CPU time (during the temporary reconfigurations). Both factors contribute
to reducing the total execution time. Finally, the Period coupling strategy adjusts
the number of processes for Application 2 to approximately the same number as
Application 1. Consequently, the execution times of both applications are now
similar.

Table 2.2: Use case configuration with four applications that alternate computation
and I/O phases. Np is the configuration with the number of processes that each
application initially uses. For each configuration, the computation time corresponds
to the CPU and communication times between two I/O phases. The I/O time
corresponds to the duration of each I/O phase.

App Np Size CPU time I/O time I/O ratio

A1 6 20,000 77.7 2.9 3.5 %

A2 8 17,000 42.6 5.2 10.8 %

A3 8 7,000 24.7 1.6 6.0 %

A4 6 18,000 63.3 7.8 11.0 %
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2.4.2 Global performance controller evaluation
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Figure 2.15: Number of processes used for different policies of the global per-
formance controller. FR stands for fair scheduler, SP stands for speedup-based
scheduler and IO stands for IO-based scheduler.

In this section we compare three different execution scenarios. The Fair schedul-
ing performs an agnostic expansion of the applications. The Speedup-based schedul-
ing favors the applications with greatest performance improvement. This scheduling
strategy is similar to the one used in Scenario S3 evaluated by [3] and represents a
more advanced scheduling technique. Finally, the I/O-based scheduling takes into
account both the speedups and I/O intensity for reconfiguring the applications.

Table 2.2 shows the use case configuration that we use in the evaluation. It
consists of four applications. Each one of them executes the Jacobi benchmark
using different configurations and input data that produce different performance
characteristics: application A1 has a relatively large computation time between the
I/O phases and a small I/O time. The CPU time is much larger than communication
time. Due to its large dataset size, the application exhibits high speedups when
the number of processes is increased. Applications A2 and A4 also use large data
sets and good speedups as well, but they have larger I/O times than the previous
application. Finally, application A3 dataset is the smallest one, leading to shorter
execution and I/O times, as well as smaller speedups.

We have evaluated the previous configuration in four scenarios assuming an
increasing number of available resources. In our experiments, we started running the
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Figure 2.16: Aggregated I/O delay times introduced by CLARISSE for different
policies of the global performance controller.

application with the number of processes shown in Table 2.2. Then, we increased
the number of processes of each application based on the available resources and
the criteria related to each global performance controller.

Figure 2.15 shows, for each scenario, the number of processes assigned to each
application by each global performance controller that we abbreviate as scheduler.
In the Figure, FR stands for Fair scheduler, SP stands for Speedup-based scheduler
and IO stands for IO-based scheduler. We can observe that the Fair scheduler evenly
distributes the existing resources between the existing applications. The speedup-
based scheduler assigns more resources to the applications with better speedups
(A1, A2 and A4).

Finally, the IO-based scheduler, considers both the application scalability and
the I/O ratio, trying to favor the applications with small ratios. When the number of
resources is reduced (36 processes in total), it assigns all the resources to application
A1 because it is the one that meets both requirements (greatest scalabilities and
smallest I/O ratios). However, A1 does not have linear speedups, so, when the
number of processes is increased, at a given point, further scalability gains are
similar to the achieved ones in A3. This is because for 82 and 135 processes both A1
and A3 benefit from the I/O-based scheduler policy. For larger amounts of available
resources (210 processes), the I/O ratios of A1 and A3 become similar to A2 and
A4, so all applications benefit (A1 and A3 to a greater extent).

Figure 2.16 shows the aggregated delay time for each scheduling policy. Each
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Figure 2.17: Aggregated FLOPS for the global performance controller evaluation.

value is the sum of the average delay times of each application after the reconfig-
uration. Note that the delays are introduced by CLARISSE when two different
applications are performing I/O at the same time. The fair scheduler, reduces the I/O
period of all applications, increasing the combined pressure on the I/O subsystem
mainly by reducing the I/O period of applications A2 and A4. In contrast, the
I/O-based scheduling reduces resource provisioning to the I/O intensive applications
(A2 and A4), diminishing overall I/O traffic. This produces in general a smaller
number of I/O delays and a better overall system utilization. The Speedup-based
scheduling obtains intermediate results.

Figure 2.17 shows the aggregated FLOPS of all applications after the reconfig-
uration stage. We can observe that the speedup-based and I/O based scheduling
strategies increase overall system performance. The reason is twofold: on one hand,
the available resources are assigned to the applications that exhibit good scalability,
so more FLOPS are obtained from assigned cores. On the other hand, the I/O phase
(that counts both the actual I/O and the I/O delay time) is also reduced using these
two strategies, so a greater percentage of the application execution time is now used
for CPU time. Note that the I/O based scheduling achieves the best improvements.

2.5 Containers evaluation

Different experiments have been performed in a cluster using the copydir benchmark
that copies the files from one directory into another one using containers. In our
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Figure 2.18: I/O interference evaluation for two different applications performing a
single I/O access.

experiments, the directory size has two files with a total size per directory of 7.2GB.
Figure 2.18 shows the I/O access time of cpydir benchmark for three different
scenarios: when only one application is exclusively executed (exclusive), when
two applications are simultaneously executed using a I/O scheduling algorithm
(I/O scheduling) and when two applications are simultaneously executed without
I/O scheduling (I/O non-scheduled). The provided results are the average of five
different executions. We can observe that when the I/O is scheduled, Application A
has a higher priority, obtaining a I/O time that is close to the Exclusive scenario at
expense of Application B that has a longer I/O time. When the I/O is not scheduled
both applications perform the I/O at the same, creating interference that degrades
the I/O performance of both of them.

Figure 2.19 shows the impact of the I/O scheduling on the overall application
performance when two different tasks have three I/O phases with the same duration
spaced 90 seconds. Each requests was performed by the copydir benchmark on a
7.2GB directory and the results correspond to the average of five different executions.
When the I/O is not scheduled, there are multiple overlaps between the I/O phases
of both applications, producing a degradation on the performance in all the phases.
By means of I/O scheduling, the first I/O accesses are spaced in time, avoiding the
risk of further simulatenous (and interfering) I/O phases. This leads to a reduction
in the overall I/O time of 14.8% and 10.9% for applications A and B, respectively.
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Chapter 3

Application autotuning with
anomalies detection for reduced
memory utilisation

3.1 Application autotuning parameters for optimised in-
memory management

The ASPIDE autotuner can consider multiple application parameters and optimisa-
tion objectives to steer the autotuning process. Therefore, the autotuner can search in
both the tunable parameters (configuration) and the solution (objectives) space. We
thus describe in this section, how we identify the tunable parameters and how they
influence and optimisation objectives, with a main focus on in-memory analytics.

3.1.1 Tunable in-memory computing parameters

The tunable parameters space can have different size and characteristics for each
applications. This implies, that before conducting the autotuning process, we have to
identify the proper tunable parameters related to the in-memory computing. Related
to the requirements analysis, described in D5.1, we have identified the most suitable
parameters, in terms of in-memory computation and storage requirements:

• Data set size to be processed, i.e. total input data size Ds. This parameter
defines the whole input data that has to be processed, either in real time or
offline. Depending on the application, it can range (for the ASPIDE use-cases)
from 80 MB to 5 GB per application execution.

• Data block that can be processed in-memory a single run CS . This parameter
is dependent on the size of available system memory on the node where the
application is executed. Optimally, the size of the block Cs should be smaller
of the available system memory, to avoid frequent page swapping;
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• Data blocks distribution and scheduling strategies. These parameters are
specific to the ASPIDE IMMS and they are as follows: round robin, bucket
and local (See D4.3 for more details).

The ASPIDE autotuner uses information from the file system to determinate the
current values of Ds and Cs. However, for determining the distribution strategies
the information is acquired from the IMMS.

3.1.2 Objective space for in-memory optimisation

Furthermore, it is essential to model how the tunable parameters, defined in Section
3.1.1, affect the solution (objective) space. As we have already described in D4.3, the
ASPIDE autotuner has been designed to consider different optimisation objectives,
which can be used in a pluggable manner, depending on the application requirements.
Therefore, this notion implies that the autotuner can consider different objective
optimisation functions to search the solution space. Based on the application
requirements, we have identified the following optimisation objectives, related to
the in-memory analysis parameters:

• Memory reclamation: Mr = Ht/Hr, where Ht is the total amount of hits
to the memory and Hr is the number of misses that were redirected to the
swapped pages. This objective defines how often the physical node, where
the application is executed, utilises reclamation strategies, such as ballooning
or page swapping. The Mr objective is defined in percentage and determinate
how many calls

• Memory footprint for processing each block related to task ti: Mt(ti, Cs) =
Cs

Cm(cl)
, where Cm(cl) is the available memory in node cl. This objective

defines how big fraction of the memory reserved for the application is used
for the in-memory analysis in relation to the size of the data block Cs.

The information for calculating the fitness of the above described objectives
is provided by the ASPIDE monitoring tool by using the following parameters
defined in D3.2: "node_memory_MemAvailable_bytes", "node_memory _SRe-
claimable_bytes" and "node_memory_Buffers_bytes".

3.1.3 Evaluation

Evaluation To evaluate the performance of the autotuner in terms of in-memory
computing we select a parallel system containing Intel Core i7-5500 with
8 GB RAM per node. Each CPU provides two cores and four threads, each with a
base frequency of 2.4 GHz and a turbo boost frequency of 3.0 GHz.

For the experiments, we selected the urban computing case study described
in D5.1 with the initial dataset with size of 108MB. To execute the application
case study, we use Docker and Ubuntu 20.04. To analyse the behavior with
different number of CPUs, we limit the number of available CPU resources a
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container can use with the -cpus flag of Docker. We conduct experiments with 1,
2, and 4 CPUs.

For each experiment, we run the autotuner 50 times resulting in 50 application
parameter solutions per experiment. We used the following in-memory related
parameter: executor memory "-e" , which defines the amount of memory reserved
for Spark executor in the range of [50,8000] MB.

Results The evaluation results, depicted on Figure 3.1, show that memory foot-
print "-e" effect the execution time, nevertheless of the number of threads or the
number of CPUs available on the physical node. For the specific use-case appli-
cation, the highest memory footprint was observed when lower number of threads
was used, at it usually implies that due to the low number of available processing
threads the size of the block Cs should be higher.

Figure 3.1: All solutions and their execution times in seconds, generated by the
Autotuner for one, two, and four CPUs after 50 iterations.

3.2 Event detection for memory optimisation

Exascale applications are by their very nature prone to anomalous events and
performance anomalies. This is manly due to their sheer size and distributed
heterogeneous nature.

We have detailed the distributed anomaly and event inducer tool in Deliverables
D2.5 [4], D2.3 [5] as well as initial experimental results in D3.5 [6]. In this
deliverable we will focus on memory related anomalies detection using the ASPIDE
Event Detection Engine (EDE) described in D3.3 [7] and D3.5 [6]. The experimental
setup is similar to the ones detailed before. The main difference being that only
memory related anomalies are present.

Figure 3.2 shows the class distribution for the experimental data from the
AUDSOME [6] use-case. Around 10% of the data presents with memory related
anomalies of different amplitude.

The anomaly labeled as "mem" is a combination of leak - symbolizes a memory
leak, causing fragmentation and usually severe system slowdown, and memeater -
A memory interference fault and saturating bandwidth.
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Figure 3.2: Class distribution for memory anomaly

3.2.1 Methods and parameters

We have chosen the same three ML methods as in the previous experiments; Ran-
domForest, XGBoost and DNN. The first two algorithms typically perform well for
binary classification problems although they are susceptible for poor out of sample
performance. On the other hand DNN based methods are less prone to overfitting
but tend to be harder to train effectively.

A Genetic algorithm based Hyper-parameter optimization technique integrated
into EDE was used to find the best possible parameters for each of the three methods.
The objective functions have been set to "binary:logistic" and "binary_crossentropy"
respectively.

Table 3.1 show the best performing model parameters. The DNN is unchanged
from previous experiments while in the case of RandomForest and XGBoost a
different parameter set was found during optimization. In particular estimator
numbers and max depth parameters are altered. This can be explained by the switch
from multi-class classification to binary classification.

3.2.2 Results

Next we ran a set of experiments with the resulting parameters using 5 fold Stratified
Shuffle Split with a test size of 25%. Figure 3.3 shows the best performing fold
confusion matrices for each predictive model. We can see that the DNN model
performed with no errors while RandomForest and XGBoost had 3 respectively 4
misclassification.

From both XGboost and RandomForest we can export the feature importance,
how much did each feature contribute to the classification of the memory related
anomalies. We can see the result in Figure 3.4 that XGBoost uses a lot less features
(4) in order to classify when compared to RandomForest (16). We should mention
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Table 3.1: Best performing parameters for memory anomalies

RandomForest DNN XGBoost

Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values

n_estimators 10 optimizer adam n_estimators 10

max_depth 10 learning_r 0.01 max_depth 6

max_features auto kernel_init he_normal learning_rate 0.15

min_samples_split 5 layer_0 50 sub_samples 0.2

min_samples_leaf 1 layer_1 0 min_child_weight 1

layer_2 50 gamma 1

layer_3 100

drop 0.3

activation_1 relu

out_activation sigmoid

(a) XGboost

(c) DNN(b) RandomForest

Figure 3.3: Confusion matrix of best performing Folds.

that only 7 features have a substantial impact in the case of RandomForest.
We can plot anomalous events for each feature, in essence we treat feature

as independent. Figure 3.5, we have 4 plots for some of the features identified
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(a) XGboost

(b) RandomForest

Figure 3.4: Feature Importance.

as important. The red markings from the time-series represent the time at which
an memory related anomaly has been identified. In some cases the assumption
that each feature is independent in a dataset is valid. Especially when it comes to
point anomalies. In the case of Exascale systems contextual, time and sequential
anomalies are of greater interest. In these scenarios there is a high degree of temporal
and spatial dependency between features.

In our dataset we have 62 total unique features. It would be impossible to create
a plot that has 62 dimensions. However, we can use PCA to reduce the number of
components so that we can plot an approximation of the problem space. Figure 3.7
we can see a 2 and 3 dimensional representation of the dataset, with the anomalous
events marked in red.

Feature separability is also an important criterion to check. In Figure 3.7, we
have created histograms containing bins which represent the values of normal versus
anomalous instances. The two histograms are then superimposed. The resulting plot
contains the same 4 metrics as where found in Figure 3.5. It is easily observable
that there is little to no overlap between the values of normal and anomalous events
thus strongly indicating that memory related anomalies are highly separable from
normal events.
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Figure 3.5: Anomaly metric Plot

(a) PCA 2 Components (b) PCA 3 Components

Figure 3.6: PCA 2D and 3D Plot
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Figure 3.7: Feature separability
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this deliverable we have introduced two complementary tools for data movement
in Exascale: 1) common I/O optimization framework for in-memory storage with
specific scheduling strategy and resources provisioner, and 2) memory-aware auto-
tuner and event detection engine. We have implemented and integrated these tools
within the ASPIDE framework.

Furthermore, we have performed a detailed evaluation of the tools, based on
multiple scenarios and different real-life applications. The I/O optimization results
show that our approach can reduce the application I/O time by 39% and 49%
for the I/O blocking and combined implementations, respectively. These values
consider both the actual I/O time and the waiting time (delays) introduced by the
I/O scheduling. If we do not consider these delays, this reduction increases to 45%.

In addition, the utilization of the autotuner resulted in 30% reduction of the
memory footprint for higher amount of processing threads that are I/O reliant.
The results pertaining to memory related anomaly (leaks and/or hardware failure)
detection using default system metrics have shown that it can provide valuable
insight and early detection. We have shown that we are capable of optimizing 3
types of classification methods using genetic algorithm based HPO methods. The
resulting predictive models have a high degree of accuracy. There where a total of 5
misclassified events thus resulting the following scores; accuracy 0.99487, balanced
accuracy 0.99696, Jaccard index 0.99487. Thus, even the worst performing model
has a high accuracy rating.

In future, we plan to extend the event detection engine to support I/O optimiza-
tion tool with multiple objective functions that utilize game theory approaches to
support the common I/O optimisation framework. Also, the following steps are
planned for a further integration of the DCEX and CLARISSE I/O scheduling:

• I/O scheduling can be enhanced with monitoring information that includes
the data volume involved in the I/O and the data access granularity. This
information may help the scheduler to improve the I/O. For instance, prior-
itizing I/O operations with small data volumes in order to improve the I/O
throughput.
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• The control protocol can be improved by means of a more sophisticated
protocol in which the I/O accesses are granted during a time window. This
permits the applications to avoid the final I/O signal that notifies CLARISSE
that the I/O operation is completed.
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